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Chapter 3

Examples of the Application of the Basic Method and their
Considerations

Abstract
This chapter explains the PMD method and the Steplist Management method in detail and presents
specific examples of their application.
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3.1.1

Introduction

We know from experience that if we make plans with the following two points in mind, the resulting
research and development (R&D) plan and its implementation will be carried out appropriately and
effectively.
(1) To select the theme/subject or project name
As a Japanese proverb says, "names and nature often agree." Therefore, it is necessary to select an
appropriate theme/subjects or project name for the R&D project initially to get a good result.
(2) To have the same Consensus
Based on the theme/subject or project name, it is necessary that we summarize the thinking structure for
actions in the shape of "In order to do it, how, and what is the minimum we must do?" with the necessary
actions by questioning "What are we going to do with it?", and "Where do we start to do it?", and reach
consensus among the people concerned.
The purpose of this section is to describe how to select a theme or subject name and effectively reach
consensus by utilizing the Purpose-Measure Diagram (PMD) method, and to expand the PMD method as
a practical method for obtaining the Domain of Consensus. In addition, we will explain and analyze the
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PMD method in detail, enabling us to visualize the mechanism of the relationship with similar
conventional methods.
Moreover, this method is intended to create a "visible direction of value" for each theme or subject among
the people concerned. Therefore, if used along with the "Proper Use of Questioning to Create the Vectors of
Creative Thinking and Action" in Chapter 1 (Proper questioning of "In order to do what?", "How to do?"
and "Why?"), it could serve as a new method not only in R&D, which opens up new worlds, but also in
project planning in private corporations, administrative planning in governments, and in the software
establishment.
Transforming this method and content into software will provide a guiding structure to accumulate
compact know-how for each subject. This would make information, knowledge and wisdom easier to
compile and utilize.
This method creates the same view of value and its tools among the people concerned. It could be used in
software R&D, as well as be an algorithm for software.

3.1.2

Purpose of the Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to present a method of bringing together and integrating all the potential
or unintegrated project names and ideas in a short time, before and after making plans to launch an R&D
project in an unknown field, as well as proposing ways of collating the results into a visible consensus.
Basically, the PMD method, which the author explained in Chapter 2 and the Theme Key Word method
(theme and method), which is a modified version of the PMD method, will be used throughout the chapter.
In addition, this chapter reviews the need for these methods and gives specific examples of them, explains
the PMD method in greater detail, and touches on expanding the use of the PMD method.

3.1.3

Definition of Terms

(1) Domain of Thinking
Indicates the range of considerations relevant to a theme or subject (scope [5] of the Domain of Thinking).
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(2) Domain of Consensus
Indicates the state of affairs that results when the people concerned reach consensus about how the
purpose-measure relationships are structured within the Domain of Thinking.
(3) PMD
Indicates a Purpose-Measure Diagram made according to the method described in this chapter.
(4) Structured Thinking using a PMD (or Structured Knowledge using a PMD)
Indicates structuring the Domain of Thinking, which needs to be structured into a purpose-measure
relationship, according to the PMD method described in this chapter. To get the structured knowledge with
a keyword by the PMD method is the same as getting wisdom before action.
(5) View of Value using PMD
The decision about what to do is made by reconciling the "information of difference" with the
purpose-measure (or "direction of value") of the decision-makers. ([1] p. 161, [2] p.8, [3], [4])
Therefore, if the to-do actions of the project are rearranged by the PMD method into purpose-measure
relationships, the result shows "the direction of value" of the individual or group who made the
rearrangement concerning the theme or subject in question.
The view one gets by combining the "directions of value" of several themes or subjects is called "the view of
value using PMD" in this book.

3.1.4 The Need for a New Method as Felt When Preparing Preliminary and Follow-up Research and
Development Plans in the Conventional Way
The following is a list of needs as felt when preparing preliminary and follow-up R&D plans in the
conventional way:
(1) The potential success of an R&D project is a matter of the Domains of Thinking of each of the
individuals involved in the project and the combined Domain of Thinking of the group as a whole. Until
now, individual Domains of Thinking have often remained unexpressed. These unexpressed thoughts and
ideas appear later on as implicit criteria of assessment (Bibliography [6]).
Are there any techniques for extracting as many of these thoughts and ideas as possible and
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summarizing them beforehand on paper so that they are visible?
(2) Such techniques help make it easier to examine and exchange thinking and ideas frankly, and reach
consensus among the people concerned, even with outsiders if necessary. Once written consensus is
achieved, it would be easier to revise and adjust the Domain of

Thinking and the purpose-measure

relationships even when new situations arise.
Is it possible to come up with suitable rules or convenient software for this purpose?
(3) There are many factors to consider in the early stages of R&D; furthermore, these factors often seemed
to be in conflict. Moreover, in such cases, the relationships among the factors are often chicken-and-egg
relationships. Therefore, we often do not know "what to do or where to start." Is there any way to establish,
structure and direct the factors in a short period of time by combining the group's knowledge?
If a way can be found, it will automatically determine "how to structure the Domain of Thinking based
on what purpose, how, what and to what extent, as well as where to start R&D." It will also make it easier
to collect knowledge from individuals in the group, and to have better transparency (that is, being able to
better trace the thinking process) because there will be written records.
(4) Conventional ways of writing are not adequate for describing the deep contents and ways of thinking
concerning R&D themes or subjects. Is there a way to do this more compactly?
(5) As the Japanese proverb says, names and nature often agree. Before discussing the above matters
further, it is necessary to ask if there is a good way of coming up with possible themes/subjects and R&D
project names, and selecting the appropriate ones.

The previously mentioned PMD [1] only states

"confirm themes/subjects for work or thinking." However, ways are needed to create and confirm themes or
subjects.
(6) There is another method, the KJ method, which was thought to meet the above needs. However, in
reality, the method does not meet them satisfactorily. What are the differences between the KJ method
and the PMD method, and how does one choose the right method in the right situation or phase? How
can one choose the best of the two to fulfill certain needs and utilize it? In response to the above needs,
this chapter explains the PMD method in greater detail, presents specific examples of PMDs used in
actual administrative planning and R&D, and makes a brief analysis of the method.
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3.1.5

Structure of the Chapter

In order to make explanations easier to understand, the chapter touches on the basic principles of
applying the method, then gives specific examples of its use, explains the basic techniques and varieties,
provides analysis, and outlines future prospects for the method.

3.1.6

Basic Principles of the Application of the Method

In response to the considerations mentioned in 3.1.4, the following methods are used.
(1) Needs, namely needs from 3.1.4 (1) through (4) are resolved by the PMD method, which is also known
as the Key Word method.
(2) As to need 3.1.4 (5), it is resolved by the Noun Key Word method, which is a recent variation of the
PMD method. The Noun Key Word method uses only nouns, whereas the PMD method uses mixed
expressions of verbs and nouns in the present tense.

3.1.7

Specific Examples

Creating a PMD will be discussed in greater detail in the next section. In this section specific examples
of PMDs created using the method will be presented in order to make it easier to understand. If you read
the example from top to bottom following the order of purpose-measure, you will understand the order of
thinking. If you read it from bottom to top repeating "in order to do, it’s necessary to do," you will
understand the layered conditions or rough procedure for carrying out the process.
3.1.7.a Example 1: Improvement of an Emergency Medical Treatment System (How to Create an
Administrative Plan)
Figure 3.1-1 shows the PMD, which the author created together with a government administrative
officer in 1984, on how to establish a helicopter emergency medical treatment system, one of the new
starting points for improving the emergency medical treatment system in Japan. In 1984, the PMD
method was new. The administrative officers in charge had no established ideas about how to deal with
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the thirty factors and more in question. They were not sure whether all of the written cards fit into
purpose-measure relationships. The diagram was made following the procedures of a preliminary PMD
method created at that time and ultimately proved that all of the cards did fit.
The Entrance Key Word at the bottom of the diagram is "identify the relationship with constitution
law." This entrance key word then becomes the theme of the following PMD in

Figure 3.1-2. The

Domain of Consensus from this PMD not only established the helicopter emergency medical treatment
system, but also served as a preliminary PMD in facilitating the development of theories about how to
improve the life-saving and recovery rates in emergency medical treatment.
In short, in order to realize expression no. 29 in the figure systematically, that is "decide the helicopter’s
target access time to the site to be 15 to 30 minutes," a letter of proposal entitled "Regarding the
Establishment of Maximum Target Times to begin patient treatment in the Emergency Medical
Treatment System" (see Note) was submitted by the Japan Resuscitation Society and Anesthesia Society
to the Director of the Fire Defense Agency of the Ministry of Home Affairs on December 15, 1984. The
catch phrase "emergency aid which helps those who can be helped" was created from the proposal.
(Note) If a target is set, the development of a system will be well-balanced and easier to organize.
Later, expression no. 30 in the figure, "identify the needs of the doctor's medical treatment on site," was
examined and studied by several academic societies and organizations and led to an effort to legalize the
use of alternative doctors at emergency sites. It also led to today's emergency paramedic staff system as a
supplemental system.
As described in Chapter 1, the PMD method excludes why-type questions, which is the primary cause of
not being able to avoid the following past examples. The PMD method is based on the idea of "in order to
do A, it is necessary to do B." Therefore, it is believed that the PMD method has created the basis for
improvement by removing bureaucratic barriers between ministries.
3.1.7.b Example 2:

Find the Procedures to not Proceed with Design in the Early Stages of Aircraft
Design (How to solve the dilemma of not knowing where to start/to escape from
chaos)

The PMD in Figure 3.1-3 was made in the early stage of designing an aircraft, when it was not known
how to determine the most appropriate location for the fuel tank. The development program of the aircraft
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in process was carried out jointly by three large corporations (Kawasaki, Mitsubishi and Fuji Heavy
Industry). The PMD was made by a dozen people representing a design team of 120 people from the three
corporations.
The PMD in Figure 3.1-3 was made first. This was followed by the PMD in Figure 3.1-4, which picked
up on the Entrance Key Word in Figure 3.1-3, that being "clarify the ideas of the wing and fuselage
connecting structure" (Block No.53).
With this PMD, the consensus that to determine the best location of the fuel tank could start by
examining five comparative(*) ideas about the wing-body connection, which appeared to be the Entrance
Key Word in Figure 3.1-4, was reached. (*We used the expression of comparative ideas in order to find the
information of difference between them instead of alternate ideas, because the expression of alternative
has the meaning of to replace.)
This PMD also clarified the procedures for examining designs as well as the scope of the procedures and
design itself.
The PMD in Figure 3.1-3 extracted 54 factors of concern, whereas Figure 3.1-4 extracted 74. Although
some adjustments were necessary, all the factors extracted were put into purpose-measure relationships.
In addition to this, PMDs were made to address several questions about where and how to start which had
been unanswered in the early stage of the aircraft's development. With these PMDs, the scope of thinking
and ideas about each theme or subject, and the procedures for examining them were resolved.
Reaching consensus in the early stage of the design led to well-balanced performance, and improved the
momentum for developing and completing the aircraft in a way that accomplished the targets for
performance, cost and schedule.

3.1.8

The Basic Model of the PMD Method and Variations on the Model

The detailed basic model of the PMD method described in Chapter 2, some variations on it, and
supplements are described below.
3.1.8.a The Basic Model of the PMD Method and Procedure (No. 1)
1) Confirm the theme or subject among team members.
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2) Ask team members the following two questions about the theme or subject: "What are we going to do
with it?" and "What is the minimum that must be done?"
3) Write down all the possible answers on paper in the form "(verb) + (object)" (present tense and positive:
active or functional expression) (You can write whatever comes to mind in the beginning; however, as you
proceed, the secret is to choose brief expressions which are specific and easy to understand).
4) After writing everything down, cut the paper into individual pieces and make cards (If you use
different colored paper for each individual participant in the process, later you can tell who wrote each
specific card).
5)

Pick cards one after another and place them on a large paper as vertically as possible into

purpose-measure relationships such as "In order to do A, it is necessary to do B" after repeating from top to
bottom.
a) Only place cards horizontally if it is not possible to place them vertically. If more than one
member is engaged in the activity, there should be a team leader.
b) The leader is to place each card in front of all the members and read its content. After that, the
leader should place the card tentatively where it seems to fit. If all the other team members
agree, the leader goes on to another card, reads its contents, and so forth (see Note 1).
c) If there are gaps between the top card and the bottom card, add more cards or adjust the
expressions on the cards so that all the cards are placed in purpose-measure relationships.
d) If expressions are duplicated, stack the cards or dispose of them. If you feel there needs to be
something in a certain place to keep the flow from top to bottom, add a blank card.
(Note ) You can either put down all the cards you have, or if necessary, dispose of the ones that all
members agree to discard in order to make the PMD easier to understand. However, in cases of
doubt it is advisable to keep all cards.
e) When you come across cards whose contents are unclear or need to be subdivided, make
additional cards in the "(verb) + (noun)" format by repeatedly asking yourself what they really
mean and place the cards into purpose-measure relationships. By doing this, you will see the
flow of purpose-measure relationships even if the cards at the top and the bottom carry almost
the same expressions.
f) If cards with similar expressions are needed in more than two locations, differentiate them by
naming them "Pre-pre-Plan", "Pre-Plan", "Plan before Decision", or "To do A the
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time,""To do A the second time" and so on from the bottom up because this is often the way in
which redundancies are eliminated step by step.
g) When you have to choose between cards with conflicting ideas or parallel actions, place cards
as in Figure 3.1-5 for the time being, and complete the PMD.
6) When all the cards are placed from top to bottom into purpose-measure relationships, that is "In order
to (verb) + (noun), it is necessary to (verb) + (noun)," tape them to a large piece of paper.
7) Search for a card with the level of expression that covers both the upper and lower levels of expressions.
This is called searching for the Main Key Word (see Note 2).
a) The search for this card should proceed by a vote of the team members. If any team member
has conflicting ideas about what the top and bottom relationships are, they should say why.
After they've given their reasons, everyone should vote again.
b) Everyone should continue to freely exchange their opinions on which expression is the key
word, without sticking to the first expression chosen, until all members agree on one
expression (The principle is that this process should not be decided by majority, but rather
agreed upon by all. Exchange of opinions is essential if even one of the members does not
agree). The expression agreed upon is the Objective Result or Expression of Basic Function for
the theme, and is called the Main Key Word.
(Note 1) The team leader placing cards "tentatively" is a good starting point for other team
members to present their own ideas. The secret is to put cards where they seem appropriate
rather than being unable to decide.
(Note 2) Expressions above the Objective Result are the abstracted expressions leading to the
Objective Result. The expressions below it, if read from the bottom upwards, represent rough
procedures to realize the Objective Result.
(Note 3) The reason why why-type questions are allowed here is based on the premise that the
person in question already has established the appropriate purpose-measure relationships in
his/her mind and is trying to explain them plainly.
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8) The bottom-most expression of a PMD represents the entrance action that needs to be taken to realize
the Main Key Word. Add cards until no further cards with specific actions are found. The bottom-most
expression is sometimes "make this PMD."
a) If there are expressions that are unclear or should be subdivided, make another PMD of the expressions
in question following procedure (1) to (8), or replace the cards with another PMD, after understanding the
expressions highlighted by the PMD.
An example would be if the ambiguous expression is "inform." In this case, raise questions continuously
about what exactly "inform" means, make another PMD, and be specific about the contents of the
expression.
3.1.8.b Detailed Procedures for Making a PMD (No. 2)
In general, the previous procedure for making a PMD is practical enough to lead to consensus. However,
the following methods facilitate the systematic extraction of creative wisdom from a group.
1) Each member should use cards with a different color. By doing so, it will be easier later to ask what the
member really means or has in mind. In addition, it is advisable to glue colored cards with the names of
the corresponding members in the bottom left of the large sheet of paper that makes up the PMD.
2) It is also useful to keep a record of the date the PMD was made, the time it was started, and the time it
was completed for future reference. By doing so, it becomes clear that all members are trying to resolve the
problem by reaching the same goal using their special expertise.
3) Place blank cards in places where it seems something is missing while making the PMD. Later it will
become clearer what is missing as the blank cards speak for themselves (This is one of the creative
advantages of making a PMD). Add expressions if necessary.
4) A PMD with too many expressions is difficult to understand. If necessary, summarize the PMD so that
non-participants are able to comprehend the framework easily.
5) In order to make the purpose-measure diagram easier to implement, include the seven techniques of the
DTCN method as expressions in the PMD as necessary. By doing so, the flow of purpose-measure will
become easier to implement.
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(Examples of Expressions Which Include Seven Techniques of the DTCN Method)
6) Make a PMD.
7) Make a steplist (To create the phased procedure by the matrix to cover all the necessary phases and
procedures).
8) Make an FBS/WBS (To create the structural image of objective result).
9) Create a process of improvement through the 3-5 Phase Improvement method.
10) Use the WBS Theme Phasing Management method (a method to extract all the knowledge possible
from the people concerned).
11) Adopt a Root Organizing System.
12) Make an implementation plan.
3.1.8.c Direct Effects of the PMD Method
The Main Key Word represents the summarized expression of M action, and the basic function of the
theme or subject. Therefore, it includes specific images and ideas which are led by action, and basic
function or thinking.
(Note) There are various PMDs. For instance, "Action PMDs" represent action and thinking, "Function
PMDs" represent function, and "Combined PMDs" are a mixture of the two. It is possible to create a
suitable PMD without being too concerned about its boundaries.
With PMDs, it is possible to inform non-participants about the Domain of Consensus in a short period of
time (several minutes). Similarly with PMDs, it is no longer necessary to make long introductory remarks
to strangers before going into the main subject. Introductory remarks can be replaced by reading PMD,
which only takes several minutes.
Expressions such as "the important thing is" or "it is significant" have often been used. Using a PMD
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makes it clear that there are four meanings of "important/significant", as listed below. With PMDs,
therefore, it is possible to explain which one of the four meanings of the words is intended in each case that
the word is used. "Important/significant" can mean:
an overriding objective in an abstract sense;
the Main Key Word;
the Entrance Key; and
the most important/significant factor when various factors are found at the level of the Main Key Word.
3.1.8.d The Theme-PMD Method (Theme Key Word Method)
Occasions when the Theme-PMD method is used:
This method is used when it is unclear how to select an appropriate theme or subject, or project name, as
well as when the theme/subject about which a PMD should be created is unclear.
In the Theme-PMD method, the basic method of generating PMDs described above should be altered as
follows:
1) Instead of writing "(verb) + (noun)", come up with as many phrases stating objectives as possible in noun
or noun phases. These phrases may take the form of "to + (verb) + (noun)" if necessary.
2) Place the phrases as "purpose" on the upper side and "means" on the lower side.
3) Apply the same basic method of PMD to discover the most appropriate level of generality. If members
split over which level of generality is appropriate, combine these two levels, for instance "with reference
to."
4) In the Theme PMD method, it is not necessary to follow the rule of "exchange ideas until all team
members agree on one Main theme or subject expression" (A specific example is shown in Figure 3.1-5).
The PMD created here is to be called the "Theme-PMD" or "Theme-key word Method."
(Notes)
The Theme Key Word method is, fundamentally, a way to reach agreement on the theme or subject as the
first basis of agreement among team members before proceeding to the next PMD. Therefore, it is possible
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to create a PMD based on a theme or subject chosen by the Theme Key Word method, and then revise the
theme or subject based on the result of the selection of the Main Key Word by "(verb) + (noun)" PMD
Method. This can be the best way to select the most appropriate theme or subject.
Based on the above, it can be said that the Theme Key Word method and the "(verb) + (noun)" PMD
method complement each other and so, one can begin with either, depending on the circumstances.
The standard given for selecting the Theme Key Word is a guideline. Another guideline is to select key
words that represent images of the roles and functions of the theme or subject itself.

3.1.9

Further Considerations

The following points require analysis because the PMD method has characteristics that complement
other methods in other circumstances as well as unite them.
3.1.9.a Analysis 1: Creating Process of PMDs and the Result
1) An analysis of the above process follows. Since all members concerned are advised to give all
considerable answers to the two basic questions in 3.8.1 (2), all of their ideas of action or function should be
represented on cards without exception. (If confronted with problems or detailed issues that might require
the examination and selection of ideas in the future, take notes on the "Theme/Idea Sheet" as described in
Chapters 2.5, and only state in the PMD a word/phrase, such as "examine," which will be considered later
on.
2) It is not possible to write "(verb) + (noun)" without having vivid images or knowledge about actions or
functions. Also, it is not possible to place sentences into purpose-measure relationships without being able
to connect these images or knowledge of actions or functions. Once the images of the actions or function are
connected without any gap, it is possible to physically implement them.
3) Since all the cards written carry answers to the questions "What are we going to do with it?" and "What
is the minimum that needs to be done?", it is natural for these cards to be placed into purpose-measure
relationships. In addition, seeing all the cards being placed in order will trigger a sense of participation
among participants.
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4)Through the process of placing cards into purpose-measure relationships, all team members are
repeatedly given chances to verify the contents of the cards. In addition, the cards carry every conceivable
answer that the participants can come up with. Taking the above two facts into consideration, the PMD
contents are reviewed objectively by all of the parties concerned.
5) Having several team members create a PMD means that the common purpose of all the team members
is included in the PMD. Through this mechanism, inappropriate"purpose-measure" will be excluded.
Individuals with inappropriate "purpose-measure" in mind often object to creating a PMD or stage a tacit
disturbance.
6) One thing that needs to be considered is that if team members create a PMD for their own benefit, the
created PMD is likely to consist of egoistic factors. Therefore, in general, it is necessary to reconfirm who
the customer is in the spirit of the Design to Customers Needs (DTCN) method.
7) It takes a tremendous amount of effort to compose a document that carries the same contents as PMDs,
like the ones in Figures 3.1-1, 3.1-2, 3.1-3, and 3.1-4, in the conventional documentation form. However,
documenting the contents can be done without difficulty if one repeats sentences of the form "in order to
(verb) + (noun), it is necessary to (verb) + (noun)" as one does in constructing the PMD.
8) When inserting a word that represents a new concept, explaining it can be done more easily in a PMD
than in conventional writing forms. Moreover, with this method, a new concept can be created without
difficulty.
9) Reaching a Domain of Consensus means that the parties concerned share an identical decision-making
mechanism (direction of value) about the theme or subject using the "Decision Mechanism by Information
of Difference" as described in the Chapter 1. If PMDs are made on several themes or subjects by the
parties concerned, the participants are able to share the same values, at least in the visible realm because
visible "directions of values" are created.
10) In addition, the PMDs that are created are visible to third parties because they are presented on paper,
and represent the Domain of Thinking as well as the Domain of Consensus of the people or parties
concerned. Therefore, being able to solidify PMDs on paper means creating the Domain of Thinking and
Domain of Consensus on which negotiations with third party people can be based.
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11) When applying the Detailed Procedures for Making a PMD (No. 2) of 3.1.8.b, it is possible to select a
level of purpose-measure that efficiently utilizes the DTCN method or various conventional methods. The
PMD method should be placed at the very bottom as a basic method, which means that the PMD method
should be used first.
12) If it is necessary to add or revise answers to the questions "What are we going to do with it?" and
"What is the minimum that needs to be done?" it is less problematic to determine how to do so with a PMD
than with conventional writing forms.
13) The English software shown in Figure 3.1-7 (Microsoft Windows Version 3.0/3.1), which was created on
an experimental basis in America utilizing this method, can be used for this purpose.(In 2001, Soft ware is
available in the style of MS-Excel VBA at author)
According to the person in charge of creating the software, the software would be very useful and
convenient if used in data communication networks. This is especially true in the United States, where
there is a five-hour time gap within the country (including Honolulu). With this, it would be easier to
create and coordinate the Domain of Thinking and the Domain of Consensus between various offices
scattered around the nation (1992).
14) The difference between PMDs in Japanese and in English is that the Japanese language better
clarifies subtle relationships of purpose-measure. The reason is that the Japanese language consists of
both ideograms and phonograms, whereas English only consists of phonograms. However, in both
languages, PMDs better translate words with ambiguous meanings into purpose-measure relationships.
15) When confronted with difficult challenges, it is advisable to create a PMD before going to bed. By doing
so, solutions are often found by the next morning. That is why PMDs are also called the "24-Hour
Thinking Tool."
3.1.9.b Analysis 2
What if one rotates the expressions in a PMD with contents intact by 90, 180, and 270 degrees? Now
let's compare this method with typical methods that utilize these patterns.
From a general point of view, rotating a PMD clockwise by 90 degrees shows a conventional PERT
(Program Evaluation Review Technique) (Bibliography [9]). Rotating it clockwise by 180 degrees shows the
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conventional pattern of a top-to-bottom procedure flow diagram (which is called gravity-type procedure
flow). Finally, rotating the PMD clockwise by 270 degrees shows a conventional FAST (Function Analysis
System Technique) diagram (Bibliography [10]). Table 3.1-1 as well as the following figures and comments
show the results of such experiments.
Figure 3.1-8 and the following comments show the result of rotating a PMD by a salaried worker on the
theme of "Construction and Management of Apartment Buildings" (same as Figure 2.1-1) without altering
its contents. It also gives a comparison of the characteristics of the PMD and each previously mentioned
technique.
Based on the experiment, it is clear that the expression pattern generated by the PMD method is the most
suitable pattern of spatial positioning for the purpose for using PMDs.
Characteristics of Each Method Resulting from Different Card Layouts
From Figure 3.1-8,
1) By rotating the PMD 90 degrees into the PERT diagram, it becomes clear that it is appropriate to
include block nos. 8 through 12, although block nos. 8, 9 and 10 are ambiguous. It also proves that block
nos. 1 through 7 are inappropriate to include in a PERT diagram because they are abstract.
If one rotates the PMD by 90 degrees into the PERT diagram, block nos. 8 and 9 seem to be backwards.
It reads "In order to take the chance of reducing building cost, it is necessary to build and operate the
apartment house," which is quite contrary to the real purpose-measure relationships revealed through the
PMD. The reduction in construction cost was a vital point in making a decision to construct and manage
apartment buildings.
From the above analysis, it is clear that transporting purpose-measure relationships into the PERT
diagram results in concealing the cause and effect relationship between blocks 8 and 9. This often happens
in conventional writing forms, either writing from right to left or from top to bottom. Therefore, a PMD is
more precise and concise than conventional documentation methods for seizing and communicating the
subtle relationships of the "purpose-measure relationship in mind."
Based on the comparison between PMDs and PERT, it is clear that PMDs are meant to be a tool to
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reveal the relationships of purpose-measure. PERT, on the other hand, is meant to be a tool to reveal the
physical relationships of cause and result/effect.
2) By rotating the PMD 180 degrees into the gravity-type flow table, it becomes obvious that the table does
not present clear procedures. Therefore, it can be said that this technique is also meant to be a tool to
reveal actual procedures.
(Note) On the far right side of Table 3.1-1 is a form of the Steplist method. The method combines PERT
(which reveals the relationships of cause and result/effect) and the gravity-type flow table (which is
procedure-oriented) into a matrix, and includes, without exception, all the activity procedures and
condition terms of guarantee. At the beginning of section 3.1.7, the author stated that "If you read a PMD
from bottom to top, it represents the rough procedure for carrying out the process." The Steplist method is
the way to establish detailed procedures for putting the process described in the PMD into practice.
3) If one rotates the PMD by 270 degrees, we can get a FAST diagram, which shows the same relationship;
however, with this horizontal expression, it is difficult to find the key word expression as in the PMD
method.
Confirming the Characteristics of Each Method
Based on the above comparison, the following points can be made:
• The PMD method is efficient for showing the relationship of purpose-measure and its range of
application. The PMD method also succeeds in revealing the Main Key Word, Entrance Key Word and
the "directions of values in mind" on the theme or subject, which other methods often fail to do.
• The PERT method is effective in clarifying specific activities, and points of contact between them on the
schedule as well as their effective relations of cause and effect.
• The gravity-type flow diagram is useful for creating, establishing, understanding and utilizing
procedures.
• FAST is useful for people who only have the left-to-right writing structure to clarify purposes and
solutions when they are preparing to do something. However, compared to PMDs, FAST is more likely to
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conceal the subtle order of reasons and solutions with the key word. Therefore, Japanese people have
difficulty in finding the key word by this method.
• Once contents are put back into the original PMD, after the special characteristics that are brought out
by each technique are included, the PMD is transformed into a purpose-measure diagram with detailed
factors and procedures.
• Based on the above comparisons, it is clear that it important to choose the best technique depending on
what needs to be clarified, or to combine them if necessary.
3.1.9.c Analysis 3
How do characteristics based on differences in spatial positioning come into existence? The following are
possible interpretations to this question:
1) In PMDs, mental deliberations about "in order to, how" [11] are represented on paper (see Episode 1 in
this book).
2) In PERT, the dialogue between the left and right hemispheres of the brain on the cause-and-effect
relations between the inputs and outputs are represented on paper. In addition, our eyes, which are placed
horizontally on our face, can be used as a mechanism to examine the faultless input and output flow, as in
a steplist management framework.
3) The gravity-type flow diagram is easy to understand because the diagram matches the mechanism of
digestion, which automatically starts after a meal ("fu ni ochinai" in Japanese, which is literally translated
as "does not go into the viscera," means "cannot understand." The same is true with another expression,
"hara ni hairu," which literally means "go into the stomach").
4) The FAST diagram can be regarded as a sequence of purpose and measure, "in order to, how to," that
matches the language structure of people who write from left to right. However, unlike a PMD, FAST is
not sufficient for fully communicating all of one's mental deliberations.
5) Based on the above comparisons, the difference in expression structures caused by the order of the
content and its display on paper is thought to be one of the factors that triggers differences in the structure
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of thinking. Conversely, with the help of computers, it is possible to transform this difference into a tool
that supports a new thinking structure by combining different techniques.
3.1.9.d Analysis 4
What are the differences between the PMD Method and the KJ Method, and how does one choose
between them?
1) The KJ method is basically a method of writing down what is seen and thought onto individual cards,
putting them on a large piece of paper on a desk or a Japanese tatami mat, and grouping them according
to what the cards say. In some ways, therefore, it is a grouping method. It is also a very flexible method
that enables one to share data written on cards and ideas.
2) The difference between the KJ method and the PMD method is that the PMD method focuses on the
purpose-measure relationships of actions "(verb) + (noun)," which flow from the top to bottom. Unlike the
KJ method, the PMD method can be used immediately in circumstances when it is necessary to do
something according to the relationship of purpose and measure.
3) For reference, Figure 3.1-9 compares the KJ method, the Theme Key Word method and the PMD
method, rating each on a scale of 0 to 4 from the point of view of a person who has used them in business.
4) Figure 3.1-10 shows typical card arrangements in the PMD method which are different from those in
the KJ method.

3.1.9.e Analysis 5
The Relationship between the PMD Method and Conventional Organizational Methods
The following shows the relationship between the PMD method and conventional organizational methods.
1)The NM Method ([13] pp. 54-59, [14] p.39) (see attached appendices A in this book)
This procedure, invented by Masakazu Nakayama, starts with "select a Key Word that represents the real
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nature of a problem." Unfortunately, he only presents a way to come up with the Key Word by example
and does not give a theoretical explanation of how to do so in detail.
The PMD method can be used as a way to find the expression of Key Word, or to select it logically.
Although the NM method does not require the Key Word to be selected through the PMD method,
selection of the Key Word through the PMD method will make it easier to proceed with the NM method.
(2) Brainstorming ([13] pp. 8-13, [14] pp. 31-34)
Brainstorming is intended to collect ideas, and accelerate organizational processes with the collected
ideas. Brainstorming is seen as a way to resolve problems and is often used to solve "existing problems." It
is useful for solving problems that exist in the current social system or in the field. However, if problems
are misidentified, this method may fail to resolve the problems or may come up with inefficient solutions.
It also requires a long time to find solutions.
The PMD method is a method for helping the parties concerned not to wrongly identify problems and is
useful in precisely identifying problems before brainstorming. If the purpose-measure relationship and
challenges are identified before brainstorming through the PMD method, the positive characteristics or
attitude of brainstorming will be further enhanced, and the time spent on brainstorming and
summarizing the results will be shortened.
Using the PMD method makes it possible to identify previously unknown theme or subject expressions
to be challenged . This is not possible in the conventional brainstorming method, which relies on
appropriate ideas being forthcoming. Using the PMD method, many positive and effective ideas emerge.
3.1.9.f Analysis 6
The Relationship between the AHP Method and the PMD Method
(this section through 3.1.9.h is for those who know the AHP method and PATTERN method)
The AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method [15] shows how to make the best selection, as an
individual or a group, among given options. The relationship between the AHP method and the PMD
method is explained as follows based on examples given in the bibliography [15].
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1) Figure 3.1-11 shows the structure of the AHP method.
2) On the left side of Figure 3.1-12 lies the PMD of "New Car Selection by AHP Method." This PMD was
made based on the Main Key Word of the PMD on the right side, considering the component of the AHP
method. In the beginning, cells in the right side of PMD are blank, to be filled in when the calculations are
done. Fill in the blank cells from the bottom up by row. In this way, it is possible to make calculations with
the ultimate purpose in mind.
3) Based on the aforementioned explanations, the relationship between the PMD method and the AHP
method is:
The PMD method is suitable for precisely clarifying purpose-measure relationships before reaching the
point where the AHP method is used. It also presents the procedures to be used in the AHP method in
rough.
The AHP method includes the Forward Process technique, which is an evaluation technique, and the
Backward Process technique, which is used to prepare conditions for the use of the Forward Process
technique. The PMD method can include these techniques in purpose-measure relationships using the
"Diamond Repeat" pattern of Figure 3.1-10 and can show the relationship between the two techniques in a
compact format.
The relationships between the PMD method and the AHP method are:
a) The PMD method is suitable for precisely clarifying purpose-measure relationships before reaching the
point where the AHP method is to be used.
b) It presents rough procedures to be used in the AHP method.
c) The PMD method combined with the AHP method can make the procedures of the AHP method easier
to understand.
6) The author would like to make a generalization about the PMD method here. The PMD method is a
method that clarifies ideas and procedures so that other conventional methods can be used effectively, and
presents an outline of the use of conventional methods in a compact format.
3.1.9.g Analysis 7
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The Relationship between the PMD Method and the Decision Tree Method
The following example is also quoted from the bibliography [15].
The theme is "Whether Device A needed to be overhauled: A comparison of B the breakdown rates and
costs with and without an overhaul." Figure 3.1-13 shows a decision tree of the topic. Use the figure as
follows:
1) Prepare a blank decision tree.
2) Collect figures according to their purpose to be put into the decision tree.
3) Fill in the decision tree with the collected figures in purpose-measure relationships and perform
calculations to find the answers.
4) Decide whether it is necessary to overhaul the device based on these answers. This is the purpose of the
decision tree, and procedures 1) through 3) are the measures that need to be taken in order to realize the
purpose 4).
If we make a more specific PMD for theme 1 in Figure 3.1-14, the PMD on the left in Figure 1 is
obtained. Next, themes 2 and 3 of Figure 3.1-14 are made in an effort to clarify the ambiguous elements of
Theme 1. Themes 2 and 3 link together as purpose-measure.

Based on these figures and explanations,

the following relationships are found between the Decision Tree method and the PMD method.
The PMD method can present preliminary relationships of purpose-measure, as well as procedures for
reaching a conclusion through the Decision Tree method.
The PMD method can describe how the decision tree should be filled in utilizing purpose-measure
relationships.
If data are not available to put into in the decision tree, the PMD method can show how to collect data
using the AHP method (as shown at the bottom on the right side of Theme 2 in Figure 3.1-14).
As shown in Themes 2 and 3, the PMD method can present a preliminary purpose-measure relationship
and procedures for making a decision tree with a blank format.
3.1.9.h Analysis 8
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The Relationship between the PATTERN Method [13] (pp. 254-256), [14] (pp. 352-395) and the PMD
Method
1) The PATTERN (Planning Assistance through Technical Evaluation of Reference Number) method is a
type of relation method which arranges wide-ranging problems logically and evaluates their importance.
Figure 3.1-15 is a relation tree made through the PATTERN method, and Figure 3.1-17 shows the
preliminary outline of flow that explains what comes before and after the relation tree in the procedure.
(Figure 3.1-16 will be discussed later.)
The purpose of the PATTERN method is to decide which part of "the relation tree" should be emphasized,
and find answers to the following questions:
• What are the missions and challenges that need to be emphasized?
• What are the technical problems in the project in question and their significance?
• What are the technical improvements that need to be made and their significance?
• How are alternative plans to be assessed?
2) The PATTERN method, the PMD method, and the DTCN method [1], which includes the PMD method,
complement each other in the following situation:
It is possible to create a Domain of Consensus before making a relation tree if a PMD is added to the left
side of Figure 3.1-17. In this way, a relation tree is to be made based on the Domain of Thinking and the
Domain of Consensus. (Refer to Figure 3.1-18)
Also, by inserting a phrase into the PMD, it is possible to supplement a weak point of the PATTERN
method, i.e. that it is "unable to express factors of environmental conditions and dynamic transition, as
well as reciprocal connections among these factors" ([16] p. 148) [example of application of 3.1.8.b (5)] [1].
The phrase is "partition the process of improvement through the 3-5 Phase Improvement technique."
"Partition the process of improvement through the 3-5 Phase Improvement technique" means that it is
possible to rearrange the relationships between the factors of dynamic transition, which are inevitable in
the ordinary implementation of projects and other factors, if dynamic transitions are divided into the
following five phases ([1] pp. 176-178)
PHASE I
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PHASE II

Measures that need to be taken as soon as possible, but some preparations are necessary.

PHASE III

Measures that need to be taken after taking various factors into consideration (same as the
approach in the Steplist method).

PHASE IV

Measures that cannot be taken without first resolving certain problems or themes.

PHASE V

Measures that cannot be taken without resolving certain problems. However, it is uncertain
what the problems or themes are. Therefore, it is necessary to start by determining or
identifying the problems or themes to be solved.

Figure 3.1-16 shows the relation tree of Figure 3.1-15 transformed into a PMD-type diagram. By
transforming the relation tree of the PATTERN method into the PMD-type diagram, it becomes possible to
transform the contents of the relation tree into dynamic relationships of purpose-measure, and to connect
these purpose-measures without a gap. It also becomes possible to supplement the weak point described in
section 2, to find the Key Word that might lead to the discovery of unexpected factors or effective
alternative plans, and to extract the actions for these unexpected factors and plans.
In addition, by transforming the relation tree into the PMD-type diagram, it also becomes possible to
select subordinate procedures and ideas that are created based on the overriding Key Word, to revise
subordinate items and actions based on the result of selection, and to utilize the NM method as a
breakthrough to the problem when the situation becomes stagnant.
All of the above becomes possible through contact points of each Key Word (In this case, trade studies
that compare and select the most appropriate plan out of several options using the FBS technique ([1] pp.
171-173), which is mentioned in section 2.3 of this book, play an important role).
Unlike the PMD method, the PATTERN method does not explain how to make a relation tree in detail.
Therefore, it is important to use the PMD method and the FBS technique as supplements. Because the
Relation Tree method evaluates each case by the block evaluation method, it is sometimes inconvenient if
the relation tree consists of active expressions of the form "(verb) + (noun)." In this case, use the PMD
method or the FBS technique to transform the tree into one composed of noun phrases. This
transformation can be done by the FBS technique, which clarifies the relationships between challenges
and functions, or by the PMD method by simply replacing "(verb) + (noun)" expressions with "(noun) of
(noun)" ones.
In the PATTERN method, the term "importance" is often used. Using the PMD method, determine the
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meaning of the term among those listed below (Refer 3.1.8.c):
1) important/significant as an overriding objective in an abstract sense.
2) important/significant as the Main Key Word (or as the objective result).
3) important/significant as the Entrance Key to reach the objective result.
4) important/significant as the most important/significant factor when various factors are found at the
level of the Main Key Word or the objective result.
This clarification prevents confusion in the meaning of the term "importance." Based on the above
explanations, the PMD method supplements the PATTERN method. At the same time, the PMD method
integrates the overriding programs, overall actions, and techniques necessary to realize the programs,
necessary actions, and necessary conditions.

3.1.10 Future Perspectives (as of 1992)
By expanding the use of the PMD method, the following will become feasible:
1) When implementing an R&D project on a topic, theme or subject which has no precedence, or in an
unknown field, the PMD method will help to set the overall standards to be used in a decision-making
process before making the actual R&D plan.
2) The PMD method clarifies subtle relationships of words by transforming them into purpose-measure
relationships, which prevents confusion.
3) With the PMD method, it is possible to create new relationships of purpose-measure as well as new
verbal concepts without any difficulty. Therefore, this method can be used as a powerful tool to form a new
direction of values and a new world of values in the new era.
4) The mechanism of the PMD method can be used for the purpose of "research on the meaning and usage
of words."
5) The PMD method was invented by the author, who is Japanese. However, developing software
pertaining to the method proceeded in the United States. Therefore, it is necessary to develop software
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that is suitable for Japanese people. (Because the software developed in the United States includes the
cultural background of the United States, it is necessary to japan-ize it. In doing so, it is important to
preserve those elements that are good.) By doing this, it is possible to make a breakthrough in the area of
the CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) techniques, where development has been stalled.
6) Based on the above, it is important to establish systems for accumulating knowledge and information
using the PMD method.
7) The PMD method can be used as a tool in private corporations as well as in governments to formulate
plans. This method is particularly useful in government agencies where personnel reassignment takes
place every two or three years. A PMD diagram is useful for confirming to what extent a project is
complete, and handing over this information in a compact format from one set of personnel to another.
8) The PMD method can be used to close gaps in perception among ethnic groups.
9) The PMD method can be used as a powerful measure to establish appropriate TA (Technology
Assessment).
10) The PMD method can be used as a technique to create new standards for science and technology.
11) The PMD method can be used as a method to present the requirements for creating a new system or
object from many angles.
12) The PMD method can be used as a method to show the direction of development in new
software-related technology and expert systems. It can also be integrated into software as an algorithm
[12].
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Figure 3.1-1 PMD for Emergency Medical System
Theme:
Emergency Medical Helicopter
PMD of how to realize the helicopter emergency medical sysytem in Japan
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Figure 3.1-2 To Identify the Relationship between Emergency Medical Helicopter and Constitutional
Law
Helicopter Emergency Meical System
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medical system having the "target time" to treat
the patient after first contact at the site
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Figure 3.1-3 PMD of Best Fuel Tank Arrangement
PMD theme: Best fuel tank arrangement
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15

16
13

Get as deep
a tank
as possible

17

Get reliable
tank

10

11
Be able to
defect fuel
leakages

No fuel
leakage

Arrange the
lightest
arrangement

18

Minimize the
tank capacity

９

Keep good
maintenability

Get lowest tank
cost for necessary
fuel quantity

７

3rd phase
To create concrete requirements
in a drawing

８

５
Minimize
weight & cost

Feed fuel at any
attitude

る
す
保
確
を
性
頼
信
の
ク
ン
タ

４
Be containable
１ shape in aircraft
２ Keep minimum
necessary fuel

19

Minimize the
booster(prime)
pump

Simplify the
tank shape
20

Minimize the
tank envelope
surface area

23
Minimize the
interface to
other systems

21

Keep ease
of plumbing

Keep ease
of tank
installation

Can use
interconnect
coupling

Get accessibility
to the tank
22

24

25
Obtain the
space for
internal equipment

Do not arrange
to affect the
maintenance of
other systems

26

Create the plan of minimum cost, minimum
weight and minimum R&M

2nd phase
Proceed the trade study
31 Equalize the 33 Minimize
27 Minimize the
feeding L/R
the number of
change in center
tanks
of gravity
engine
Minimize the C.G. 32

28 movement by fuel
consumption

29

Locate the tank
near the C.G.

Equalize the
capacity of
L&R

36 Minimize the

number of tank
installation
fittings

37

Move as far
away from
fire zone as
possible

40

Consider
safety when
belly landing

KEY WORD Level 5 trade theme

43

Simplify the
fuel transfer
system

46

Simplify the
vent line

47 Minimize vents
Separate from 44 Use gravity
transfer system
fire trigger
by maximize
when possible
38 Locate tank
the flow between 49
accessories to
tanks
Separate from
Reduce the
upper part of tank
42 lower surface 45 number of
of fuselage(top
Locate fittings
transfer pumps
39 to upper part
of keel)
of tank

34 Minimize tank
connection
fittings
Lighten by having

35 common wall with
next tank

Concentrate
30 the tank space

41

52
Create the 2 or 3 comparative plans
shaping the involved in aircraft

1st phase
Identify requirements
to be examined
53
Clarify the ideas of
wing and fuselage
connecting structure

04-Chap 3 R7

48 Minimize the
distance of
piping to engine

54
Identify the necessary
fuel quantity

ENTRANCE
KEY WORD

Locate tank
higher than
inlet

50
Minimize to
removing the
flight control
part for tank
maintenance

51
Minimize the
rigging of flight
control
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Figure 3.1-4 PMD of Wing and Fuselage Connection
Style of wing and fuselage
connecting structure
Purpose and
requirement
２
８

Keep the enough strength

Keep the
failure life
of 7,500H

９

３ Improve the maintenability
１０

Keep failure
tolerance

１８ Smooth the flow
of load stress
fuselage load stress

３５ Simplify the
path of stress
３６Select the structural

３８

・To materialize the
requirement
(Make drawings)
・Evaluation result
of trade study

arrangement to smooth
the axis stress flow
by bending moment

４

１１ Get easy
Keep
inspection of
interchangeability
important
structure

１９
Have no
deform of
wing into
fuselage

３４ Simplify the
3rd phase

１

２０
Have no
fuselage
deformation
when wing
is removed

２１
Have no
effect
from wing
and fuselage
connection
to other part

Realize the light,low cost,good maintenability wing
and fuselage connecting structure

Minimize the weight

１２

２２
Keep easy
to connect

Get easy
connecting
mechanism

２３
Reduce the
number of
connecting
fastener

１３

Get easy
installing of
equipments

２４
Make space
for easy hand
access for
installation &
removal

２５
Keep easy
access to
the equipment
maintenance

７ Keep the safety of
fuel tank system

６ Assure proper fit of tank system

Minimize the cost

５

１４

Close the mfg.
work at each
company

２６

１５

Accomodate tank
system efficiency

２８
Get deep
tank style
to
minimize
residual
fuel

２７
Get structure
to install
equipment
prior to
assembly
as possible

Minimize
the rigging
work after
installation
of wing

１６

１７

Realize the light,lower
cost tank system

２９
Have
structure
to
minimize
tank space

３０
３１
Assure easy Have
fuel transfer structure
easy to
by gravity
remove
tank

Keep no leakage

３２
Minimize
the
number of
tanks

３３
Simplify
the fuel
tank
arrangement

３７
３９
４０
Minimize the connecting point

４１

４２
Get big space with no obstructive structure for fuel tank

maintenance of other part

４３ Examine the adjusent part near to wing connection
ＫＥＹ ＷＡＲＤ

４４ Compare and select the style of wing & fuse. connection
４５
2nd phase

Proceed DTC
trade study

56

1st phase
Clarify the requirement
to create and examine
the ideas to be created

Estimate the performanc,weight,cost,
R&M for comparison

４７

Design rough sketch of comparative
style plan for estimation

４８

４９

５０

Think out the idea to use
upper fuselage structure
as effective structure of
L&R integrated wing
structure

Examine the idea of
large skin panel for
L&R wing strength

Identify problem when
middle wings style
installation to fuselage

６９ Estimate the necessity
of wing removal at
operation site

57

６３
６５
７０

Decide the shape to
minimize the interface
drag of wing & fuse.
Minimize the fairing
size
Create style idea to cover
the gap in wing structure
Decide the flap style to
minimize the flap area

58
６４

Find the demerits of installing the wings separately

４６

Think out the idea of easy
installation and
uninstallation of L&R
integrated wing

Level 5
Trade theme

５１
Examine following idea
to reduce the weight
A. Integrate structure
of spar and fitting
B. Locate fittings out
side of lines of wing
C. Thicken the root of
wing as possible as

Have degree of
freedom for shape
change
Choose style easy to
change

59

６６ Choose changeable style
in wing root
７１ Satisfy the degree of
possible dihedral angle change

７２ Show the allowable angle
of anti-dihedral angle of

Avoid interference
between engine room
and wing(They interfere
in current plan

５２
Examine idea "integrated
structure of bulkhead,
carry throuh beam &
connecting fitting" to reduce
the weight of carry through
beam

６０ Higher the wing position
as 100mm up to choose
plan(A)or(C)
６７ Lower the engine position
to choose plan(A) or(C)

５３
Examine the idea of
locating fittings out side
of fuselage for easy
installation of wing

５４
Optimize the number of
beams and fittings
Examine the idea of two
spar, in order to reduce
５５ the number of tanks

６１ Select the style few
interface between wing
and air duct

６２
Show the space to install
airleron,flap actuators

６８ Optimize the space among
wing,duct,landing gear
and structures

７３ Recommend plan(D) in
order to optimize the
combination of wing
and duct maintenance

wing in each style of installation

７４
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Create and compare servral possible
idea of wing and fuselage connection

PLAN(A)
＝

PLAN(B)

PLAN(C-2)

PLAN(C-3)

PLAN(D)
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Fig. 3.1-5

Counter measures when comparable or combinable ideas come up
Trade the ideas below

Fig. 3.1-6
Consulting

Plan(Ａ )

Plan(Ｂ )

ＸＸＸＸＸ

ＸＸＸＸＸ

Plan(Ｃ )
？

Example of theme key word method (Theme PMD Method)
The selection of theme name
92/.4/11
13:10 〜 13:40 at Japan Management Association
Quickly bring up young
intellectual consultants
Use of DTCN in practical
consulting
Combination of conventional
consulting method and DTCN
methodology
Number of voting results
(3)

(4)

Member
○○ ○
○○ ○○
○○ ○○
○○○ ○○

○○ ○○
○○ ○○

Young consultants use DTCN method
to proceed their own consulting

○○ ○
○○ ○○

Application of DTCN methodology to
the production of products

○○ ○

To make the program plan of DTCN
methodology in Japan

○○ ○○
○○ ○○

⇒

Select the theme name (by using theme PMD above)

To make a program plan of DTCN methodology in order
to make it is easy for young consultants to proceed
their consulting by using DTCN methodologies
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Figure 3.1-7 Example of PMD Software (1992)

DTCN

LINK R

Achieve Resule
Proceed Efficiently
Avoid Waste
Take Step‑by‑Step
Atcion
Obtain Info of
Difference

Clear with
Concerned People

Create Info of
Difference

Clear Direction
of Value

Create
Coparison

Clear Object &
Means

Make a PMD

Sort Comparison
Level
Make Comparison
Plans

Secure
Comparison

Collect Basic Data

Estabish
Organization
Make a PMD
Use Steplist
Management
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Weigh Elements

Obtain
Infomation

Obtian Prospect
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Figure 3.1-8 Visual Comparison of the Original PMD and the 90°, 180°, and 270° Rotated
PMDs
Theme
An Building of apartment house
1

Obtain a stable feeling for life in present and future

2

Get the stabilities of children's future life and education

In order to

How to

Prepare for if I die by accident

３

5

6

Prepare for profit 10 years later

Obtain daily money

Original PMD style

０゜

4

7

Use vacant land

５

Use effectively 1 milliom yen on hand

← MAIN KEY WORD

８ Build and operate the apartment house

９

10

Capitalize on the falling price of construction

Investigate the possibility of building and operating an apartment house

Get the advice of a building constructor

11

← ENTRANCE KEY WORD

Invstigate in order to plan how to proceed

12

PERT style

90゜

６

11

12

Investigate
in order to
plan how to
proceed

Get the
advice of a
building
constructure

10
Investigate
the possibility
to building
and operating
an apartment
house

８

９

Build and
operate the
apartment
house

Capitalize on
the falling
price of
construction

Gravity style

12

３

Use vacant
land

Prepare for
if I die by
accident

５

Obtain daily
money

７
Use
1 milliom
yen on hand
effectively

先
年
0
1
保
確
を
益
利
の
る
す

２
Get the
stabilities of
children's
future life
and education

４

Prepare for
profits of 10
years later

Investigate in order to make the plan how to proceed

１
Obtain a
stable feeling
for life in
present and
future

← ENTRANCE KEY WORD

１８０゜
11

Get the advice of a building constructor

10

Investigate the possibility of building and operating an apartment house

９

８

Capitalize on the falling price of construction
Build and operate the apartment house

Use vacant land

７ Use 1 milliom yen on hand effectively

Obtain daily money

５

３ Prepare for if I die by accident

FAST style
270゜
１

Obtain a
stable feeling
for life in the
present and
future

を
は
る
か
と
活
供
子
安
の
育
教
来
将
定
生

04-Chap 3 R7

２

Get the
stabilities of
children's
future life
and education

Get the stabilities of childre's future life and education

１

Obtain a stable feeling for life in present and future

６

Prepare for
if I die by
accident

Use vacant
land

４

Prepare for profits of
10 years later

２

３

Prepare for
profits 10
years later

４

５

Obtain daily
money

７

Use
1 million yen
on hand
effectively

る
べ
調
を
性
能
可
の
営
経
ト
ー
パ
ア

６

← MAIN KEY WORD

８

Build and
operate the
apartment
house

９

Capitalize on
the falling
price of
construction

10

Investigate
the possibility
of building
and operating
an apartment
house

11

12

Get the
advice of a
building
constructor

Investigate
to in order
plan how to
proceed
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Table 3.1-1 Comparison of the Relationships between PMD and Other Creative Thinking and Procedural Thinking
Methodolo
gy
Group

Design To Customer’s Needs

Independent

Independent

Value Engineering

Design To Customer’s Needs

Method
compaered

PMD; Purpose Measure Diagram
(Thinking way)

PERT
(Procedure)

Gravity flow chart
(Procedure)

FAST; Function analysis Technique
(Thinking way)

Steplist
(Procedure)

Theme
In order to

How to
Image of
method

How
to

In
order

Procedure

Distinctive
characteris
tics

Situations
in
which to
use

The part of
brain used

Comments

How
Inductive
approach

Main Key

End of
result

Entrance Key

Use

Why
Feedback
Asnecessary

1. To establish the way of thinking
(purpose-measure relationship)
2. To create a rough procedure for
some theme
1. Establish the most appropriate
expression of objective result of
theme (MAIN KEYWORD)
2. Find out where we can start
(ENTRANCE KEYWORD)
3. Show the domain of consensus
4. Create a rough procedure including
the matter concerned
5. Create similar decision-making
among the people concerned

1. For ＴＱＭ
2. To create abduction thinking
3. To establish the direction of view
under each theme
4. Use in group thinking and group
decision support systems

1. Clarify the relationship of
input and output
２. Clarify the critical path to
reach the objective result
3. Easy to correspond to bar
style schedule chart
４. In other words, easy to
make image of schedule

１. Connects PERT flow to
schedule scale, then follows
the sequence of input and
output

1.
2.

Scope
1. To establish the way of thinking
(purpose-measure relationship)
２．To create a rough procedure for some
theme

1. To create faultless phases and
procedure to reach the objective
result

１. Comprehensive expression of an
established procedure
2. To understand this, more
comprehensively, read from bottom to
top, then top to bottom
（Note） This form is the reverse of
PMD, but if PMD is rotated
180゜,another detail and concrete
procedural element become apparent.

１. The purpose is the same as PMD
Method, but is not easy to use among
nations who do not use only left to right
sentence structure
2. Difficult to find the expression level of
main key word
3. Necessary to introduce the concept of
“Scope”

1. Clarify phases which consist of
inductive and deductive approaches.
2. Pick up the faultless elements in the
relationship of input and output
including the pre and post assurance
activity.
3．By this assurance and its conditions,
we can clarify the phased evaluation
standard by combining with PMD.

To use the established procedural
methodology
If you use this diagram before you
establish the algorithm by PMD, you
will sometimes miss the path of
integration, because first input will
constrain your thinking.

1. To grasp the purpose-measure
relationship in the way of left to right
block flow
２．A little difficult to use among Japanese
people

1. TQM / Project management
2. To establish a faultless framework to
proceed a new things.
3. Combine result of PERT and gravity
style by adding the column of pre- and
post- assurance activities.

1. To show an already established
procedure comprehensively

1. To establish the precedence
of procedure
2. To show the critical path
and
schedule, and input
and output relationship

Deductive
approach

1. Fore and aft brain
2. Fill the perception gap between
people or nations
3. Think in the sequence of in order,
how to, what

1. Left and right brain after
having fore and aft. brain
conversation

1. Same as the column to the left.
2. Absorb the procedure just as your
stomach digest food.

1. The purpose of this diagram is to find the
relationship of purpose-measure inside the
fore and aft brains, but using a horizontal
expression is apt to lead to an
input/output relationship

1..Conversation between left and right
side brain after establishing the
keyword
level by PMD method.
2..Combine with European and orient
cultures, especially Japanese
culture.

1. Invented by Japanese, who have
top-bottom
sequence
sentence
structure
2. First methodology to be used in
management
3. Effective to create a new values
4. Easy tool to transmit complicated
concepts to other people

1. Invented by American who
have the Left-right sentence
structure.

1. Conventional worldwide

1. Investigated by Americans, who have
left to right sentence structure
2. Confusion will be caused between
fore/aft. And left/right brain conversation
structure

1.. Faultless mechanism because of
matrix style.
2.. Invented by Japanese who have both
top to bottom and left to right
sentence
structure.
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Fig.3.1-9 Comparison of KJ, Theme Key Word, PMD
The following are the compared results from the standpoint of proceeding business by grading "0,1,2,3,4"
Question
KJ
DTCN
80
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Total score

55
40

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Score

ＫＪ

Theme key
word

ＰＭＤ
Method

４０

５５

８０

Independent
use

Reciprocal use

17
18
19
20
21

Is it used personally ?
Is it used by a group ?
Is the result useful in business ?
Is it practical ?
Does it fit with brain mechanism ?
Is it useful to focus the theme ?
Is it useful to get consensus ?
Is it useful to find where we can start to realize the
objective result ?
Do we have same vectors ?
Can we find the very sensitive relationship of
measure ?
Is it hierarchical system ?
How is the procedure operated ?
Is it possible to make a decision with it ?
Is it a categorizing tool for words ?
Is it possible to arrange the purpose-measure
relationship ?
Can we find the most appropriate expression of the
key word ?
Can it accumulate understanding ?
Can it accumulate ideas of how to proceed ?
Is it possible to organize wisdom and intelligence ?
Is it useful to building information systems ?
Can it become software ?
Total score

How much time is required to use the method ?

4
4
1
4
4
2
3
0

2

4

1
0

3
3

4
4

3
0
0
4
0

3
0
2
1
4

3
4
4
1
4

1

2

4

4
0
0
1
4
40

3
0
0
1
4
55

4
4
4
4
4
80

4〜5Hrs.

PMD
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0.5 Hrs. 1〜3.5 Hrs.

1. Scoring standard：Excellent
4
Good
3
Satisfactory
2
Note:
Acceptable
1
(1) PMD is used to identify the things at least to be done as the result,
Not Applicable
0
steplist and 3-5 improvement method are used to create and adjust the
2. Reciprocally use PMD and Theme Key Word Method as necessary
procedure to reach the objective result.
(2) To make a PMD is also a form of decision-making
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Note

Theme
Key Word
4
4
4
4
4
4
3

Note(１)

Note(２)
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Figure 3.1-10 Typical PMD Patterns
(1) Vertical bar(A)

(3) Vertical diamond

(5) Diamond repeat
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(2) Vertical bar(B)

(4) Flat diamond

(6) Dual entrance key
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Figure 3.1-11 Comparative Examples of the AHP [15] - Method and the PMD Method
Hierarchical
structure
model

Hierarchical
→
structure

→

New car selection

Problem
Evaluation
standard
Alternatives

Price

Fuel
consumption

Car Ａ

Riding
comfort

Car B

Example by new car selection
←

Evaluation

Prestige ← items

Car C

New car selection

Problem

Price

←Alternatives

Hierarchy

Fuel
consumption

Car A

Riding
comfort

Car B

Prestige

Car C

Selection of new car

Reference : Hierarchy of PMD is as below

Realize the theme
It is necessary to

Select from comparative plans
It is necessary to

Compare the comparative plan according to evaluation standard
It is necesary to

Create or decide the realistic comparative plan
It is necessary to

Make PMD as evaluation and judgement standard
It is necessary to

Identify the theme

In PMD : The comparative plan is used instead of the alternative plan.
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Figure 3.1-12 PMD of AHP-Method Example

(Theme 2)
PMD to evaluate Cars (A),(B),(C)

（ Theme 1 ）
PMD of new car selection
by AHP-Method
Purpose

Balance comfort about price,fuel
consumption, riding comfort and
prestige of newly selected car

Purpose
Fuel cons.

It is necessary

Verb + Noun

Measure

Select new car

Car (Ａ)

.540×.54

It is
necessary
.540×.54

Compare and evaluate cars (A),(B),(C)

.106×.31

.540×.10

Purpose

It is
necessary to
Verb + Noun

Select a new car

consumption
.106×.31 .540×.10

Measure

ＭＡＩＮ ＫＥＹ

Measure
Get score of each car by
multiplying weights
Price

Fuel
Cos.

Fuel
Cons.

Make scoring sheet

Calculate weighted evaluation
score of each evaluated item

Decide that the evaluated
items are price, fuel consumption,
riding comfort and prestige of car

Prestige

1/3

Calculate each car's score for
each evaluated item

1 × 2 × 3 = 1817
.
1
× 1 × 2 = 1000
.
2
1 1
3
× × 1 = 0.550
3 2
3

4

Price

Geometric average

Car(Ａ) Car(Ｂ) Car(Ｃ)

Riding
Comfort

4

1 × 3 × 5 × 7 = 320
.

1/2

1
× 1 × 5 × 7 = 185
.
3

1/3

4

1 1
× × 1 × 3 = 0.59
5 5

4

1 1 1
× × × 1 = 0.29
7 7 3

consumption

3

1/2

Geometric average

Car(A) Car(Ｂ) Car(Ｃ)

1/5

1/2

3

1 1
1 × × = 0.464
5 2

3

5 × 1 × 7 = 3.271

3

2×

1
× 1 = 0659
.
7

Identify cars (A),(B),(C) as
objectives to be evaluated

Understand that the theme
is to select a new car

Identify the structure of AHP-method hierarchy below
Problem

Get information material
on AHP method

値
段

乗
り
心
地

Study the outline of the AHP
method

New car selection

Problem

New car selection

車
新
定
選
の

Decide to compare and evaluate
new cars by AHP method

問
題

Evaluation
standard

Price

Fuel
consump.

Riding
comfort

Prestige

替
代
案

ＥＮＴＲＡＮＣＥ
ＫＥＹ

Evaluated
items

Price

Fuel
consump.

Riding
comfort

Prestige

Alternate
plans
Car(A)

Car(B)

Car(C)

Alternatives

Car(A)

Car(B)

Car(C)

車
Ｂ

Hierarchy
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Figure 3.1-13 Correspondence between PMD and Making Work of Decision Tree

Decide the

Examine the necessity of

intention

overhaul
Estimated cost( $ )

It

Big

is

Medium
Small

necessary
No overhaul

to have

Written result of

50×0.3=15T
10×0.2=2T
0×0=0

No

Overhaul

100×0.5=50T

Big

decision tree

Medium

100×0.1=10T
50×0.2=10T

Small

It

is

10×0.2=2T

No

0×0.5=0

necessary

to have

Failure
Action
Data for decision

No

overhaul

( Cost； 0 T$）

tree

（ Cost： 50T$ ）

Medium

0.5
(100

Overhauled
It

Big

T$)

0.3
(50

T$)

Small

None

0.2

0.0

(10

T$)

(0 T$)

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.5

(100 T$)

(50 T$)

(10 T$)

(0 T$)

is

necessary

Estimated cost ( $ )

to have
Big

Medium
Small

No overhaul

Blank decision tree

Overhaul

No

Big
Medium

It

is

necessary

Small
No

to have

Identification of

To decide whether an

theme

overhaul is necessary or not

Refer from “ Decision Making Method with game feeling ” Kaoru Tonegawa (NikkaGiren Published Co.1986)
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Figure 3.1-14 Example of the PMD to create a Decision Tree (Refer to original and Modified [15])
( Theme 1 )
Necessity or not of equipment ( A )
overhaul

(Theme２ )
PMD to fill the data to decision tree

Fill the data in decision
tree

Decide what is better: to
overhaul or not

Purpose
Verb + noun

Get result by filling in making
the data and calculations

It is necessary to

Estimate size of failure
big, medium, small, and none

Estimate
overhaul cost

With data

Estimate the failure size:
big, medium, small and
none

With no data
Estimate the possible comparison
by using the AHP-method with one
by one comparison

Create faultless decision
structured cases
Verb + noun
Measure

Create the purpose measure
relationships of decision cases
Create the decision tree (not
filled in with data)
Explain the decision tree using
the sample in Fig. 3.1-13
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( Theme３

)
Create decision
tree (not filled
with data) (PMD)

Create a blank decision
tree
Have the size of failure: big, medium,
small and none

Divide the cases of overhaul and
no-overhaul
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Figure 3.1-15 Relation Tree by Pattern Method (Refer to [14])
Satan
Scenario

Space

Taken from Relevance Guide (1985)
Vol.1 Information on how to use space science ,the difference of purpose and
ability in space development between the USA and the Soviet Union.
Vol.2 Concept
Vol.3 Technical matter, present technology and future prospect
The purpose of NASA

Relation tree
1 The category of
purpose ( 2 )

Interest
field

2．The target
（１５）
3．Field
（６８）

Space science

Earth

Moon

Composition

4．Task
（３０１）

Criteria

6
Main
．
system
（１９５）

Shelter

7．Sub-system
（７８６）

Life keeping

8．Function element
（６８７）

10．Technical fault
（２３２９）

Detection of
leakage

3．Nation power
4．Comparative importance
5．Comparative ability
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Air
Closed system
environment

2．Expansionof knowledge

Manned moon science
center

Moon station
vehicle

9 Alternate
configuration
（７６１）

1．The new material benefit to mankind

Biology

The existence of water

Manned moon station
5．Concept or mission
（４６）

System
field

Use of space

supply

support

Supporting power source
Water
Open system
environment

Removing the bad
smell
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Fig. 3.1-16 PMD-style decision tree of Fig.3.1-15
(By using PMD, it is possible to make fine adjustments of level and action.)
(Theme)
SATAN satellite ship
Verb ＋ Noun

Realize the purpose of NASA

Know the mechanisms of space(space science)

Use space

In order
Know the biology on the moon
Investigate of the moon composition

Check for the existence of water

Verb + Noun
Build the manned space explorer and operate it

Build and operate manned moon satellite center

Establish the shelter concept

Operate the moon supporting vehicle

Operate the life support system

Operate the power supply system

Identify air as an essential element

Identify water as an essential element

Decide open system or closed system

Establish the technology for leak detection

Establish the technology for removing bad smells

Develop and realize the above by phased
procedures after identifying the relationship of
purpose measure using PMD
The expressions below this
line show the rough
procedure of how to
investigate and realize the
contents of the decision tree.

Realize the above by phased plan
Obtain the budget

Establish the phased plan of the space development to use ,and periodically review it each year

Identify the appropriate relation between purpose and measure
Make phase implementation plan by using
DTCN-method
Create the pursuant and appropriate PMD
for why this budget is necessary
Define that the purpose of space development
is
to contribute to and develop our future
Refine and use this PMD
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Figure 3.1-17 Flow of PATTERN Method

Related
tree

Scenario

Computer
program

Cross-support
(mutual effect)
of technology

Technology
prospect

Snapshot
evaluation
sheet of
present
status

Status

(Development
phase)

Figure 3.1-18 Linking the PATTERN-Method with the PMD-Method
(Through this link, you can use DTCN-Methodology compatibility with PATTERN-method）

Phased
scenario
by
steplist

5-3 phase
improvement
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Scenario
Rough
scenario

The creation of
objective by
FBS technique
Making of program Implementation plan and
materialization by
approval and follow up

Related
tree
Cross support
(Mutual effect
of technology)
Status

(Development
phase)

Timing
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